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lo Introduction 

In recent years there has be~n a considerable amount of works 

dealing with semiphenomenological calculations iR chemisorption 

theory by means of the model Hamiltonian method [1], and 

especially on the basis of the Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian· [2J. The 

Anderson model has first been introduced to describe a. magnetic 

impurity in a metal but also allows one to formulate fundamental 

microscopic foundations of the chemisorption theory [3-51 and is 

very useful for interpretation of the spectrosc9pic experimental 

results. However, despi te a rem~rkable success in obtaining a 

relatively good description of the chemisorption process, it was 

ShOWA that the Newns-Anderson model Hamiltonian does not take into 

consideration many important efrects, which may lead to 

consideráble qualitative differences in some chemisorption 

characteristics [61. Moreover, if we treat this model as a 

semiphenomenological one, i.e. we define its parameters by 

comparing with experimental data, it is very difficult to find a 

connection between these parameters and the reqults of non-pheno

menological calculations, for example, obtained in the local

density-functional approximation [7] or in other methods [ajo 

Therefore, it would be particularly useful to set up a 

theoretical framework for a microscopic derivation of the Anderson 

model for a relatively simple physical situation and analyze 

interactions which are inherent in it. 

In this paper we present a microscopic derivation of the 

model Hamiltonian that ia intended to describe chemisorption of 
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a single hydrogen atom in a ground state on a substrate of a 

simple metal. In this case we have a relatively slmplé and 

clear-cut microscopic picture and our approach has the advantages 

of giving a clear physical insight into the phyaica involved in 

this probiem. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next 

section we present the fundamental microscopic description of the 

chemisorption process and make a second quantization procedure of 

'this starting microscopic modelo Section 111 describes various 

q~antum mechanical models which are obtained after quantization of 

our problem. In Seco IV, we discuss the effect of the partially 

occupied surface resonanceS induced by adatom on the 

hybridization, and hence, on the chemisofption binding between the 

adatom and substrate. In Sec.V,we present derivation of the 

self-consistent Hartree-Fock equations for main characteristics of 

the chemisorption process with the effects described in Seco IV, 

included. In Seco VI, we give the results of the numerical 

calculations for chemisorption energy, charge transfer between the 

adatom and the substrate, as well as we present the adatom local 

density of states for some parameters describing the chemisorption 

proceas. In conclusion we briefly discuss the obtained resulta. 

• 11. The Basie Modal and Seeond Quant.izat.ion Proeedur-e 

Let us consider, from many-body point of view, the 

interaction. of the hydrogen adatom being in ~h~ 1S - ground state 

with the aurface of a aimple metal subatrate [4J. When aqatom is 

located at the adsorption centre ~A then the wave function of its 

valence electron overlapa with the subatrate electron wave 

functions, and as a result, we have collectivization of electrons 

in a whole adsorbat plus adaorbent system. Thus, this complex 

system is described by a Hamiltonian of the form [10): 

"2 
N+ t P i. 1 N+ t + + N+ t '* + N+ t + 

H • E:: ~ + 2' E:: V(x,-x,) - :E V'K -x,) - ~ PCx,) + U • (1) 
i.=t Dl i.;o!j \, J i.=t A \, i.=t \, o 

2 

;;.. 

Here we neglect the kinetic energy of the proton vibration 

~on of the hydrogen adatom ) around the 'equilibrium position at 

the adaorption centre ~A' The potential VC~-~) describes the 

electrostatic Coulomb interaction between unit charges (electrons) 

placed at the positions ~ and y , PC~) ia the electrostatic 

interaction of electrons with the electric fielda of the meta~lic 

substrate. The latter inv~lves also the boundary con~itions on the 

surf~ce between the solid state and vacuu~ [11f. Usually, ~n 

first-principle calculations of a free-electron like metal 

substrate, the jellium one of PC~) is suc~essful when the 

ion-core pseudopotentials are taken into account in first-order 

perturbation theory [12). The constant U representa the energy
o 

of the electrostatic interaction between ions of the substrate 

metal, and also between these ions and the proton of the adatom. 

Owing to the charge neutrality of the aystem we have removed from 

second and third terms of the Hamiltonian (1) the energy which 

represents the electron interaction with its Hartree field and 

included it into the energy ~PC~) and U ' respectively. So, we 
o 

have: 

1 + + + 4ne 2 

VC~) n ~ vCq) expCi.x q) vCq,) (2)
+2

q;o!o q 

where.n Ls the volume of the system and N is a number 'of 

electrons in the substrate. The interaction PC~) and the locali

zation of the hydrogen atom ~A are the parameters of our modelo 

Now we are in a good position to begin the second 

quantization procedure for the aystem deacribed by the Hamiltonian 

(1) [13). For that reaaon, it is necessary to int~oduce the 

quasi-particle description of the adatom-sübstrate eystem. This 

step is achieved by lntroducing an appropriate aingle-electron 

basis of' functions. For one-particle statea we chooae the wave 

functiona of electrons in the clean metal suba trate (~C~) > 
These baaia functions are the Bloch-like wave functions deacribing 

the delocalized electron atatea in the metal. Here, vector ~ 

stands for the electron quasi-momentum. In the case of the exis

tence of aurface atates thia index representa these surface states 

toa which may be marked ~ B ( ~ ~ r >, where the coordinates ~,y 

lie in the surface plane [141. However, in the case of simple me
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tal substrates we do not consider the role of these sur!ace states 

in a chemisorption processo The influence of these states on 

chemisorption is discussed in [15] . Thus, the electron 

quasi-momentum ~ stands for continuum states only and will be 

conta~ned within the inverse site with the additional condition k z 
) ~ . For simplicity, ye will cons~der the metal substrate with a 

single electron band only assuming that its contribution to the 

chemisorption process is an essential one. For the description of 

the localized electron states on the adatom we add to -the basis 

functions < ~C~» the orthogonalized Anderson extra-orbital 

which is chosen as 1S~hydrogen atom wave function: 

P C~) .. pC~A-~). 
A 

The functions < ~(~» and -P C~)	 satisfy the following
A 

equations: 

1.2 2 .. .. . 
-( - 21ii ~~ - PCx) ] ~Cx) . &~ ~(~) 

(3) 

1.2 2 .. _.. ..
( - 2Ii\ '=1~ - VC~A-x) ] P ACx) . EA'P C-x)

A

Er is the energy spectrum of the substrate el €ctron 

band~ E is the 1S -leveI 01' the ionization potential of tne 
where 

A 
adatom. Note that because ·of the ~ack of the translational 

symmetry in the direction perpendicular to the surface, the 

mé~hods of solution of the SchrOdinger equation for ~C~) are 

different from those for "bulk"-problems. In ·the papel' (1"'1], it 

uas shown how to construct the ~unctions Pl(~) having in hand 

solutions of the appropriate "bulk"-problem. 

In the following we introduce the operator ~unctions for the 

electron Iields ~+CX) ,~X) in the form: 

'I/+(X) . E:: at. ~O'C X) + 1: a ". p.' CX)
AO' AO' 

"-,O' O' C4.) 

\11 CX) . E:: a~ PfcoCX) + 1: a AO' .,AO'( X) ~ 

k,O' O' 

P (X)	 Thewhere ~O'(X) • ~C~) A",O' ; AO' • P A(~) b.ttO' 

~ 

Kronecker symbol b."'0' ia introduced for description of el~c~ron's 

apin state, tt is the spin variable, tt,O' • ± 1 , X = < ~,tt) and 

a': ~ a~. ~ a +. ~ a ar€ the Fermi operators for creation and
J<U:Y /'1.0' AO' AO' 
annihilatio~ df the substrate and adatow electrons, respective~y. 

Finaliy, the Hamiltonian (1) in .second quantization representation 

built up from the operator field \II+CX) , 'l/CX> has the form: 

1.2 2 
H • IdX 'I/+CX) [ -2D?~ - P C~) ] 'I< X) + 

+ ~ IdXdX' 'I'+-cX)IIi-+CX' )!KX' ) 'I/CX) V(~ - ~') - (5) 

IdX \II+CX)'I<X) VC~A-~ ) + U 

Here, 'we have used the notat~on IdX.	 ~Id~ .Note that for 
• ;tt=±.a. . 

performing the second quantization procedure we 'must work with the 

complete and orthogonalized basis functions, and, our set of basis 

functions~oes not fulfil these conditions. However, as for 

nonorthog~nality, we can use instead of an additional Anderson 

orbital P (~) an atomic-like funct'ion YJ (~) which will be
A	 A 

orthogonal to the electron states of the substrate, ~~) 

p.<~) -> YJA <~) YJA • O-f. [ P A <~)	 1: <~ IA>~(~) ] '(6) 

k 

where 

f. 
~-I .. ~+ .. ..B • [1 - EI<~IA> 12] i <~A> • J'dx f7t(x) PA'x). 

k. 

In the papel' [16] it was shown that this substitution is 

equivalent to tran~i~ion in the Hartree~Fock approximation of the 

Hamiltonian of the Anderson model to its unitary nonequivalent 

representation. In addition, there was given a detailed 

consideration concerning the influence uf toe nonorthogonality of 

the basis functions on the analytical structure of Green'~ 
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function.ln further consideration the overlap parameter <~tA> of 

the.wave funct10ns will be neglected. As for incompleteness of the 

bases set functions, it has beep shown by N.N.Bog?lubov [9J that 

thi& dpe~ not effect the formal second quantization scheme, 

however, it changes the original problem for some approxima~e one 

in the spirit of variational Ritz problem. Therefore, if the ini

tial set of basis fURction~ is chosen in a aufficiently rich form, 

from physical point of view, then we may hope to obtain a goo~ 

description of our prbblem. In the opposite cases, we must include 

into consideration additional physically essential states. 

In our case, we include into the bpsis set functions 'the 

substrate electron wavefunctions belonging to the one energy 

band, most important one for chemisorption, anq the wave function 

of the lS-state of the hydrogen atom. This basis is appropriate 

for chemisorption of the hyarogen on a simple metal. The remaining 

effects may be considered in perturbation theory. However.. for 

better understanding of the che~sorption on the transition metal 

subàtràtes the effectg of the band degeneracy must be necessarily 

taken into consideration. Sometimes the contribution of the states 

of-coRtinuous spectrum which spreads outside the region of action 

of the self-consistent potential P(~) of the metal substrate 

(17), tHe contribution of exciting levels of the adsorbed atom 

[~8] and other effects are ímportant. 

* 

IV. Quant.ua .Mechanical Models ot Chellds~rpt.ion 

Uains the representation of the electron .operator fields ~+,~ 

and Eq. (3), the Hamiltonian (5) can be written in the form: 

H • J::: &"A~ + t EAnAa + U nA1'nA~ ~ [( v AAA"AnA-O'  VA1-? x 
M O' Ic.,. 17 

+ (7) 
x aAO'~O' + Hec.] + "r•• t. + U 

where 

6 

~ 

H • ~ > : V~ a+ a+ ,a ,a ~ nAO'PAre~t. 2 . 1<1. 1<1. 1<1. O' 0" RlI.~2~9~. k 1 0' k 2 0' ~90' ~40' o: 
li. 2 9 • 

+ +E:::= V~, (A) a~oa~, o' + I::::: VA~~'A nAO'ako,a~,O', + 
1<I.'k o' M'oo' 

+ + + + x+ I:=:: VA~~,aAO'a"ÂO,aAO',a~,O + L:=:: ( VA~' "Â" a ACP~O" 
M' 0'0" 1<1.1<1.' 1<I."C/0" 

1 + + 
+ H. c. ) + ~- I::= ( V ~~, a a a-» a~, + H. c. ).>< a~,O',a"Â"O' 2 kk'o AA~~ AO' A-O ~-O ~ O 

Here we have introduced the parameters: 

u Jd~d~ I ~A(~) ,2 1 ~A(Y) 12v(~_~) - Jd~ V(~A -~) xVA"Â 

* -I> + r + + * + + -I> 2- Jdxdy ~A(X)~(X) I~A(y) I V(x-y)x "A(x) ~( x) VAAA~ 

r + 't + + * +P Jd~ I~A(~) 12p(~) V~~,(A) • JdX ~~(x)~,(X)V(KA-X) • 
A 

Other interaction parameters of the type V"tt "Â ~ ~ 
li. 2 fi • 

the matrix elemente calculated for theVA"Â ~ ~" ••• etc. are 
:i 2 11 

Coulomb interaction V(~-~) between electron states described by 

the functions ~" ~ , ~ , ~ "A" tp~"~,, 'I>ft 
li. 2 fi 4 29. 

reepectively. 

In the Hamiltonian (7) the well-known Anderson model is 

written out in an explicit form with the additional term of the 
+form: - ~ V ~ n a a~ + H.c. This term describes the 

1<1. o' AAA~ A-a AO' ~O' 

influence of the adsorbat level occupation on the hybridization 

of the electron states. This effect will be discussed in detail in 

a further part of this work. 

Other parameters entering into Eq.(7), i.e. €~,. E
A

" U VÂ~ 
have their usual meaning [2,,5]. 

The term "re.t. in Eq. (7) 1nvolves the interactions which 
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are not usually considered in the simple chemisorption models [6] 

and it generalizes the Anderson Hamiltonian. Let us briefly 

discuss the physical interpretation of various terms appearing in 

H . First of alI 'we consider the terms of the form:
real. 

+ + 
- 1: n P -~ Vn, CA) aÂaa~, + E::::::: V n, n , a~ a~, (9) • 
~ A~ A ~'k ~ ~ ~'~~' A A A~ ~ ~ 

Let us rewrite these formulas in an identical form as: 

+1::: ( Vn,(A) VAn, A< ~. nA~' > )a~~a~, o 1: n 
A~ 

(P
A 

AA'~ o o 
(9) 

+I:: V ~~. < a~ ,a~, ,> ) + ~ VAn'A[ nA~ < n >1 x 
AA'~' AAA A ~~ ~ ~ A~ 

AA'~~' 

+ + + 
x [ a~~,a~,~, - < a~ ,a~, ,> J - ~ V n, < n ><a~ ,a~, ,>. 

o O' AA' oo" A . A A~ o ~ 

The matrix element can be written as:vAn'A 

~ + + • + _t + + + + + e 
2 

Jdxdy ~A(X)~(Y)~'(~)~ACX)VCX-Y) xvAn'A Jd9 
~ 

A 
- 9 

~A- ~ ~ - ~ 
A _>to. + + 

x (.1 - C 1 + b 
)exp[-2 

b J > '7tCy)'Pt..' (y) Cl0) 

I ~ - +I d9 C 1 + I ~A- 9 ) exp~ -2 _A~y _t + + 
• Vn,CA) J ~(y)~.Cy). 

Here, we have used explicit form for the Coulomb 

interaction and for the hydrogen 2S-electron wave function and 

<••• > denotes the quantum statistical average. The atomic length b 

~ equals -'-e2 ~ 0.5Ã. If the separation between the adatom and 

Jsubstrate's surface is much greater than b then the second term 

in Eq.(10) can be neglected and we obtain as a result 

V ~ Vn,CA) . 50, the first. term of Eq. (9) can be rewritten
An'4 

,,\ 

8 

in the form: 

. + +
L:: ( V~~,(AJ - V kk' < E n ,> )at a"k' ~ I=: VÂk,(A) q a~~a~,O' ' 
kk'~ A A~, A~ ~ ~ kk'O' 

(11) 

where q • 1 - ~<nA~> is the charge on a hydrogen 

adatom measured in uni ta of electron charge e . Consequently I' the 

contribution to the Hamiltonian of the form displayed in Eq.(ll) 

describes the scattering of the substrate electrons on the 

additional charge of the adsorbed atom. In the case of the neutral 

chemisorption, i.e. when there is no charge transfer between the 

adatom and substrate metal, these contributions to the Hamiltonian 

may be neglected. Applying a similar method, the second term in 

Eq. (9) becomes: 

- I: nA~C 
o 

PA "" ~ V~~, < a» ,a~, ,»
kR'~' A~ A ~~ ~ O' 

~I:n 
~ A~ 

A 
A 

:e. 

(12) 

+ ~ 0AO' Jd~ V(~A ~) 6,o(~) , 
O' 

where the first part describes the int~raction of the adatom 

electron with double electric layer oi the clean metal surface, 

and AA ia the energy needed for an electron to go across this 

layer [14,19J.The necond part in Eq.(12) describes the interaction 

of the valence adatom electron with the redistributed charge cloud 

in the substrate metal induced by the adatom electrons themselves, 

i.e. this part of the Hamiltonian includes the so-called static 

image potential problem [12J. It ia important to note that for a 

consiatent treating of these polarization properties of the metal 

substrate in chemisorption theory, it ia insufficient to 

characterize ita electronic properties by the spectral parameter 

&~ It ia necessary to introduce at least the long range part 

of the Coulomb interaction between substrate electrons V~ ~ ~ ~ 
• 2 3 ~ 

J 10]', or intl'oduce plasmona [91. The third part of Eq.(9) 

deacribes effecta connected 'with the correlations between the 

adatom charge fluctuations and the redistribution of the charge 

9 



density of the substrate metal induced by the adatom. It describes 

the dynamical effects of the image potential oi the so-called 

relaxation shift problem discuBsed in detail in the review paper 

[12]. UBually, in the Hartree-Fock calculations these effects are 

neglected. The last term in. Eq.(9) is a constant value which must 

be included in order to evaluate correctly the ground state energy 

of the adatom plus substrate system. In conclusion, the part of 

the Hamiltonian (7) displayed in Eq.(8) describes the polarization 

effects in adatom and Bubstrate metal. 

The	 next contribution to H of the form: 
~ •• l. 

+ + 
(13)~ VA~A~,aAaa~,aAa,a~'a 

k-k' ao 

involves the exchange-type correlations between the adatom and 

substrate metal. These contributions, together with effects 

connected with the dipole moment induced on the adatom, for which 

the deacription of the excited p - states of hydrogen is needed 

[19], are important for an accurate description of the interaction 

between the substrate metal and adatom placed at large di&tance 

from the metal surface. These effects lead to the weak Van der 

Waals forces and are important for the description of the 

physisorption [201. 

Finally, the remaining terms in H~ •• l. involve effects of 

the interaction between an adatom and a substrate and are of much 

higher order, for example, two-electron hopping and others. 

V.	 Influence ot Partial Occupation ot the Âdsorbat 

Resonances on the Hybridization ot Electron states. 

In the following we confine ourselves to the model in which 

together with the standard interactions present in the Anderson 

model [21 we include only effects connected with the influence of 

the adatom orbital occupation on the charge transfer between an 

adatom and a metal substrate. Such a model is described by the 

Hamiltonian: 

H 1:: &~ n~a + 1: EA n Aa + U n 
AO' 

n 
A-a + L: [ C VA~ 

ka a	 ka 
,(14) 

+ 
nA_lAAA~ ) a Aaa~a + H. c. ] • 

In accordance with Eq.(10), the matrix element VAAA~ can be 

represented in the form:Á

r. ~ ~. • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - JdXdY ~ACx)~ACY)~ACY)~CX) VCx-y) - r. ~ •Jdx	 ~A(X)~ xVAAA~J 
~ -	 ~ I ~ - ~ I 2 

A__ ]J e 
x ~C~) [ 1 - C 1 + -~--~ ) exp [-2 

~ - ~ 
A 

~.~ ~ I~A-~ 
VA~ + Jdx ~ACX?~CX) C 1 + ) x (15 )--o 

~ -	 ~ I 
x exp [.-2 _A._ ] VC ~ - ~ )

A 

and for I ~AI » b we obtain VAAA~ ~ VA~ ,and the Hamil

tonian (14) may be written as: 

H L: &~ n~a + 1: EA + U n n + I:: C 1 - n ) xn Aa AO' A-O' A-a#ta a	 #ta 

+ + H.c. ) •	 (16)x C	 VA~ aAaa"A.a 

lí Note that in accordance with the paper [21], the distance 

l between the adsorbed layer of hydrogen atoms and the substrate 

surface layer for chemisorption on (111)-plane of nickel reads as 

1.17 A and is much larger than the atomic unit length b . In 

general, the typical distance between adsorbed atoms and the 

mubstrate surface layer lies in the interval 0.9'- 2.9 A [12]. 

The introduction of the additional term - I:: #ta nA_a VAAA~ x 

10	 11 



a+ a~ + H.c. into the Anderson model has a considerable 
A~ ~ 

influence on the hybridization between the adatom orbital wave 

function and substrate wave functions and on the charge transfer 

between the adatom and the substrate, respectively. We demonstrate 

this by the example of the model Hamiltonian (16) neglecting the 

second part of the expression in Eq. (15) ( distance from the metal 

surface i8 greater comparing with atomic unit b). For that 
p+ p: ' P:reason, let us consider the operators of the form:A ~ 

""+P 
A 

1 ~nA~ 
o 

+ nA1'nA.,j. 

po 
A 

:E n C 
A~ 

1 n 
A-~ 

) Cl7) 
a 

P A • n A1'nA .,j. · 

It ia easy to show that these are projection operators on 

the states of the system described by the Hamiltonian (16), when 

on the adatom orbital there are no electrons, there is only one 

electron and there are two electrons, respective~y. The first and 

third atates describe the charged state of the adatom with q. 1 

and q • -1 , respectively, and the second is neutral q • O. In the 

following, these states will be denoted by I q • ± l~O; { > 
wher~ the parameter e represents the set of other quantum 

numbers needed for the description of the system. The operators 

p+ , P o, P- do not commute with the Anderson Hamiltonian 12].
Á A A 

This means that, in general, the ground state eigenfunction of 

the Anderson Hamiltonian would be a compoaition of these three 

types of states [22J: In addition, as it is known from the 

Hartree-Fock calculations, the Anderson model gives much larger 

~harge transfer from the aubstrate to the adatom than it ia 

obaerved in experimenta 15]. Thia meana that there la an 

overestimated contribution of the functions I q • -1, { > to the 

ground atate of the Anderaon Hamiltonian. In order to reatore thla 

situation, in papers [23,24J the valence bound method, the an~log 

of the Heitler - London theory for moleculea, was introduced in 

which the role of the charged states ia suppressed ln an 

12 

~ 

artificial way. In the case of the model (16), the projection 

operator P commutes wlth the Hamiltonian and this Hamiltonian is 
A "" 

diagonal in the subspace P: ~ of the state space ~. This means 

that the ground state of the Hamlltonlan (16) must be constr~cted 

aa the linear combinatlon of the atates I q • 1; { > , I q • Ó; { > 
and the state q • -1; {> does not mix with them. Moreover, 

for E
A

+ U > e 
F 

this is always satisfled for a hydrogen 

chemisorbed on metals, the state r q • -1; z: > does not~ 
contribute at all to a chemisorption bond. In other words, the 

\~ .. charge transfer from the substrate to the adatom is suppressed for 

Hamiltonian (16) in comparison with the predictions obtained in 
~ the Anderson modelo A similar effect will be observed for a model 

(15). However, the situation mentioned above will be destroyed 

dependlng on the adatom-substrate separation d. Having ln mind 

the smoothing of the functions ~C~) outside the substrate 

surface, we can approximate the matrix element V as a VA~;AAAk 
a S 1. For a large adatom-surface separation we have a ;;; 1 and 

the charge transfer is possible from the adatom to the substrate 

onlY. When the adatom moves towards the surface then the 

parameter a decreases and the contributlons of the states 

I q • -1; {> to the ground state of a system increase. In a 

further part of this work we will investigate the influence of the 

parameter a on the main characteristics of the chemisorption 

processo 

VI. Kiart.ree-Focic: Descript.ion of t.he'ChelRisorpt.ion 

In this chapter we introduce the equations fo"r main 

chemisorption characteristics in the Hartree-Fock approximation
4 for a model described by the Hamiltonian: 

~I 
~ H 1:: &~ n~~ + E E n + U nA1'nA.,j. + 1::( 1-« n )

A A~ A-C 

I
 
N:t o N:t
 

+ + H. c. ) • (18)x c V.~ aAO'a~O' 

The Hartree-Fock approximation for a system described by 

13 



Eq. (18) is equivalent to considering of the approximate 

Hamiltonian of the form: 

H	 ... ... (yO' + a~ + a,.e, ) + cL: €1.. n1..O' 1: EO' n AO' I:: A1.. a AO' /'l.O' 
k-O' o k-O' 

(19) 

where 

E E ... U < n ) OI I:: ( Y 1.. < a 
+ 

a1.. > + H. c. ) 
o A A-O' k A A-O'-O' 

V:~ ( 1 OI < OA_O' > ) VA~ 

... 
C - - U < n l' >< n >... OI 1:: ( V ~ < n >< a a~ > + H. c. )- • 

A A. k-O' A/'l. A-O' AO' /'l.~ 

Note that in contrast with the Hartree-Fock description of 

th~ standard Anderson model [51, here the quantity V:1.. ' which 

determines the electron transfer between adatom and substrate; 

dependa on the occupation of adato~'s orbital. The constant C has 

th~ same meaning as in Eq. (9). 

Using the Green function technique [251, one can obtain the 

following set of nonlinear integral equationa for an average 

number of electrons < n AO' > ; O' .. 1"+ on adatom orbital ( for 

temperature e _ o KO) : 

e 
F 

< n ) .. Jdw DO'(w)AO' 
-(X) 

c	 (20) 
F

201 ( )
~O' ..	 > Jdw DO'(w) w - E 

O' 
.

1 - OI < n A-a -(X) 

where 
I:..(W) 

D(W) .. 1 O' 
O' fl [ W - E. - A(W) JZ + 1:..2 

( w)
O' O O' 

and 
I:.. (x). 

J\(w) ar 
O' 

1n:fdx(w O'- X ) 

ia the Hilbe~t transforro of the ao-called chemisorption 
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~	 ;
 
I
 

I: 

function 1:..0'(w) which for the model (19) reads as: 

I:..
O'

(w)- .. ( 1 - OI < n > ).~ IV 1..,2 Õ( w - €1.. ) . (21) 
A-a "" A 

Here {a denotes: 

t'	 + 
~o - a I:: ( VA~ < QAO'a1..o > + H.c. ) . (22) 

i I'	 
k 

50 fhat EO' - + U < n > - {-O"EA A-a 
In an analogoua way, one can obtain expreasions for the" . chemisorption energy J:..E and the adatom charge q 15]: 

I 

- e

e 
I:..(W) 

a
J:..E I;{E + i- l'de,) t.an-t[

La (I	 A (w) ] }O'	 c.> - E o	 O' a 
(23)

E + C ; q e <: 1
A	 - - ~ < nAO' > ) • 

a 

where eo ~ the bottom of the energy band which i5 preserrt in 

'forming the chemisorption bond, ELO'- the energy of the localized 

electron state ( ELO ~. 8 ) which may be obtained from following
0 

equation: 

E E A(E) -O.;	 (2.(.)
La O' o: LO 

In Eq. (23) the energy zero is placed at e~. In "the absence~1 
of the occupied localized state, we diacard the term ELO' in~ I 
Eq.(23) and toka - n < arctg < O (if an occupíed localized state 

exista, then O < arctg < fl ». For a -> O we obtaln the well-known 

Hartroe-Fook aalt-consiatent description of the chemisorptlon 

process [5]. 

VII. Nu.orlcal R~ult.s and Concluslons 

The abova praaantod microscopic conaideration is adopted to 
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the hydrogen ~hemisorption on the simple metal substrateso on chemisorption beyond the Hartree-Fock approximationo We brief~y 

However, the models described by Hamiltonians (14) and (18) can be discuss some general features of our results. It is easy to 

useful for description of the chemisorption on the transition observe that t~e charge transfer to the adatom decreases wfth 

metq+ substrates, whi~h is more ~nteresting from practical point increasing value of the parameter OI Moreover, beginning from 

of view. Therefore, we make the self-consistent calculations of some value of OI the charge trans!er direction is from the adatom 

the basis chem~sorption parameters for this case in the spirit of to substrate metal. These resulte conflrm the damping of the 

work [5]. In the following, according .to Newns [5], we take the charge transfer {rom a substrate to adatom when the influence of 

chemisorption function in the form: the adatom orbital occupancy on the hybridization of the electron 

states is included. Sometimes the adatom-substrate aeparation can 

be sufficiently large and the parameter OI differs considerablyi 
Ü)2) '/2

6. (w) ( 1 OI < n > ")22~' 2( 1 I .ú) I < ! •	 from zero and in this manner this situation corresponds to aIc	 A-O' 
strong damped char~e transfer	 from substrate to adatom, which. is<25) ! 

6. (w) o Iwl") 1 
O' 

where we use ~. as it has been introduced by Newns [5], and 

zero energy is located at the middle of the bando Half bandwidth 

is taken as an energy unito For numerical calculations of the 

charge transfer and chemisorption energy of a hydrogen 

chemisorption on transition metal surfaces - in the H-F 

approximation for Hamiltonian (18) - we take Ti ,Cr and Ni 

metaIs. The parameters: the band width W, Fermi energy e F and 

work function, the hydrogen innization potential and Coulomb inte

gral for hyd~ogen adatom were taken from the work by Newns 15]. 

In Fig.! we displayed the charge on adatom's orbital for 

different values of the parameters OI for Ti ,Cr and Mi, 

respectively, as a function of ~. parameter. The va1ue OI • O 

corresponds to the standard 

of Newns and broken lines 

cor-r-eapond to the Fesul ts~~oó~ ~/.'~~ o('%~~ 

5.0 7.0 

-~'a~~ 
0.5 0.5 0.57 of Brenig and SchOnhammer 

0.7 Cr 0.7
1.0 10 

1261. These authors have1.0 T, 

considered the influence 
1.0 10 5.0 7.0 io 3D "5.0 7.0 

of the correlation effects
I~'I eV 

Fig.J~ The hydrosen adatom. cha.rse in 1.I.nits 01 e versus ~'and 
OI f os: the metal s1.I.bstrates Ni. Cr ·and Ti, respec t ivel.y. The curves 
wi th OI = O. O correspond to the standart H-F res1.l.l ts 01 Newns 15]
and broken ones f or: the res1.l.l ts 01 Br~ni6 and SchOn1l.a:tnJnBr 126]. 
The parameters describins the metal. s1.l.bstrates are taken f r om: -15]. 

'\ 
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really observed for hydr~gen chemisqrption on transition metaIs. 

In Fig.2 we display thé chemisorption €nergy curves for Ti,Cr 

and Ni , respectively, for d!f

ferent, values of the parameter a o 

In Fig.3 we present, for 

illustration.the influence of the 

parameter a on the adatom projec

ted density o~ states for hydro

gen ·on Ti for ~·=4.Q. For OI = O 

(standard result) and for OI = 0.1 

we hav~ paramagne~ic cases only, 

m 3.0	 and for ~ther valúes of a we have 

ferromagnetic solutions, too. We 

Fig.2. Se~/-cbnsistent H-F ~hem.isorptLon ener~ .versus 
hoppf.Tl.tJ inr.-esral (3' and the paraml1!fter OI Jor hydr06en cMm.isorpt ion 
on transition mstals Cr. Ti and Mi. res~c~ivel.Y. 

can observe very large changes in ~he shape of the adatom density 

of states as wel1 as in the local~zation of the occupied localized 

states. 

In oonclusion, we have presented a microscopic approach to 

tha ohamiaorption of a single adatom ~n a metal substrate, and as 

a rooult, a generalized Newns-Anderson Hamiltoniàn was 

obtalnod,Tha oonulderation of the particular cases of 

chemioorpt1on or th. hydroaen adatom does not restrict its 

general1ty. Tho .a1n mer1t or the expounded procedur~ lieo in the 
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10 

possibility of the explicit and str~ightforward account of the 

influence of the adatom orbital occupancy on the hybridization of 

the substrate and adatom orbital electron wave functions. For a 

sufficiently large adatom

substrate separation~ one 

can take the parameter ~ 

approximatelyclose to 

1. 0_ This 'leads to 

significant quantitative
'" L~,o,\,k chan~es of the adatom 

~~ orbital occupancy and 
.1.0 E

F 
E"'ER(;V l"'UNITS WI2 electron adatom structure 

Fig.3. The adatom. projected ~nsity of states C for spin - up 
and spin - down J for the hydr06en ch.em.isorbed on Ti 101' ~'= 4 eV 
as a func t ion of ener6Y and Para.m.eter o , The arrows indicate the 
localized electron states and shaded areas denote filled electron 
states. 

comparing with the standard result (5). Unfortunately. the problem 

of the largenes~ of the parameter a ia unresolved for the time 

being. It ia intereating to note that the charge transfer damping 

obtained by Brenig and SchOnhammer (26) as typical correlation 

effect may be obtained in our approach within the Hartree-Fock 

approximation at a 0.2 - 0.3. 
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